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0. Introduction. The object of this note is to announce some 
results on the problem of concordance classification of piecewise 
linear and smooth homeomorphisms of manifolds. These results are 
obtained by using the analogous problem for Poincaré complexes to 
relate the author's results in [2] to the results obtained by use of the 
techniques of Sullivan as developed in [6]. 

Briefly the approach is as follows, we describe the author's and 
Sullivan's results in terms of relative homotopy groups of certain 
A-sets, these fit naturally into the exact sequence of a triple as "two" 
of the terms, the "third" term can then be interpreted by use of the 
concept of a Poincaré complex thickening. We begin with a restate
ment of known results. In general we shall confine our remarks to the 
piecewise linear category while indicating the modifications which 
may be required in the smooth case. 

1. Recall of results. 
DEFINITIONS. We recall the definition of the A-set [5], 8(M) of 

homotopy equivalences of M, where M is a PL or smooth manifold 
with boundary M. 

A ^-simplex of Z(M) is a homotopy equivalence f:AkXM—*Ak X M 
such that restriction to a face A* of Ak induces a homotopy equiva
lence of A8 X M, and if D% is a fixed disc containing the base point of 
Jlf t h e n / | USX JO = Id. 

A ^-simplex of SD(ikf) is a PL homeomorphism f\AkXM-^AkXM 
such that f\D™XD = ld and restriction to a face A8 of Ak induces a 
PL homeomorphism of A*XM. 

In the differentiate case a slightly more complicated definition 
is required ; the reader is referred to [2 ] for the details. 

We require a third A-set, S(M, dM) a fe-simplex of which is a 
homotopy equivalence of pairs 

ƒ: Ak X M, AkXdM->AkX M, Ak X dM 

such that f\ D™XD = Id and restriction to a face A8 of Ak induces a 
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homotopy equivalence of the pair A'Xitf, A*XdM. 
We now have (see for example [5] for the discussion of the exact 

sequence of a triple) 

PROPOSITION 1. There is an exact sequence 

-> *-i(S(AT, dM)MM)) -> iri(S(Jf), £>W) -* *ï ( 8 W , S(M, dAf)) 

-»7T0(8(M,(9ilf), SD(Jf)), 

and we recall 

THEOREM A [2]. Let K be a finite connected CW-complex of dimen
sion ky which is {2k —m-\-2)-connected and of the homotopy type of a 
suspension. If <j>:K-~±M is an m-thickening of K} then there exists a 
bijection 

Ti(8(Af), £>(M)) -» &+\SK). 

and 

THEOREM B (SULLIVAN [ó]. Let {My dM) be a connected and simply-
connected PL manifold with nonempty simply-connected boundary dM, 
and suppose that dim(ikf) ^ 6 then there is a bijection 

7ri(S(M, dM), SD(Af)) -> [SM, F /PL] . 

The main portion of this note will be taken up with a description 
of the relative group 7Ti(S(ikf), &{My dM)) under certain favourable 
conditions. 

2. Poincaré complex thickenings. The basic concept for our inter
pretation of 7Ti{&{M)y £>{M, dM)) is that of a Poincaré complex 
thickening, which we shall now define. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let K be a finite connected CW-complex of dimen
sion ky then a Poincaré complex thickening of K of dimension m is a. 
mapf:Mm~1—>K where m^6, m — fe^3, and Mm~l is a Poincaré com
plex of dimension {m — \) with fundamental class [M], such that 

1. f*\irx{M)--*Tri{K) is an isomorphism. 
2. If Mf denotes the mapping cylinder of/, {Mfl M)~{Ky M) is a 

Poincaré pair of dimension w, with fundamental class [K} M] and 
such that in the homology exact sequence of the pair {Kf M)y 

ô[K, M]=[M]. 
We remark that by [8], the class [M] may be regarded as orienting 

the top dimensional cell of M. 
Two such thickenings f\\ M\—>K and f2: M2—>K are equivalent if 

there exists a homotopy equivalence k: {Ky Mi)—*{Ky M2) of degree 1, 
such that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy. 
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k/Mi 
Mi > M % 

fi\ Sh 
K 

We shall denote the set of such equivalence classes by 3%(K). The 
Poincaré complex M will be called the boundary of the thickening. 

The basic result of this note is the following 

THEOREM 2.2. Let f:Kk-*Mm be a PL-thickening of the finite con
nected CW-complex K, and suppose that K satisfies the following addi
tional hypotheses: 

1. Kis (2k — m + 3)-connected, 
2. K is of the homotopy type of a suspension. 
Then there is a bijection 

7n(8(M), 8>(M, dM)) -» zT\SK). 

The proof of this result will appear elsewhere, and depends on the 
following result. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let (5m , Tm~l) be a Poincarê pair and letf:P*>->Sm 

be a (2p — m + 2)-connected map, where P is a (2p — m + 2)-connected 
p dimensional finite CSN-complex. Then there exists a Poincarê complex 
thickening g:Qm~l—>P and a Poincarê pair (F , Q}JT) such that 
YVJQ MQ~S mod T and P—*MQ\JQ Y—>S is homotopic to ƒ. Further 
the homotopy type of such a pair (P, Q) is unique if (2p—m+2) is 
replaced by (2p—m+3) throughout. 

This has the following corollary 

COROLLARY 2.4. Iff:K—*L is a (2k— m+3)-connected map between 
CW-complexes and K is also (2k—m-\-3)-connected then f induces 

where f * depends only on the homotopy class of f. 

There is also a relative version of Theorem 2.3, along the lines of 
Theorem 2.3 of [2]. 

3. Applications. We consider the case of manifolds with sphere 
boundaries. In this case we have the following known result from 
[3]. (See also [4] for the smooth case.) 

THEOREM 3.1. Let Mm be a thickening of the CW-complex K, suppose 
dM = Sm~l> and that M is [m/3] + l connected. Then 

Im{7Ti(8(M), £>(Jf)) -> iro(£>(M))} ^ Im{3™+l(SK) -> 3™+*(SK)}. 
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Our aim is to use this result to determine the image of 

wi(S(M, 3Af)i » M ) in7T0(S)(M)), 

and hence to get information on the homotopy group of the closed 
manifold obtained from M by filling in the boundary with a disc. 

DEFINITION. Define JTm(K) to be the kernel (inverse image of the 
trivial thickening) of the forgetting map 3m(i£)—>3™CK). 

REMARK. In the case where K is a suspension and it is (2k — m+3)-
connected this becomes a kernel in the usual sense, as 3m(K) can be 
given a group structure as in the usual case. 

With this definition we have 

THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a PL (smooth) manifold with boundary a 
sphere and suppose that M is (m/3) + l connected. Then 

PROOF. Consider the diagram 

Ti(8(Jlf, dM), 3D(Jlf)) % 7ri(8(ilf), SD(ikT)) ^ xi(S(Jlf), &(M, dM)) 
«J, i£ J,-y 

7Ti(8(MX/,d(MX/)),3XMX/)) ^xi(8(itf),3XüO</)) ^>in(S(A0, 8(lfX/, 3(J£X/))) 

then by Theorem B, a is an isomorphism, and we have from Theorem 
3.1 that 

Im/J SÉ Im{xi(8(Jf), S)(Jf)) -> TT0(3D(M))} 

but7Ti(8(ikf,3M), SD(AO)-Wo(3D(M)) factors through TTI(S(M), SD(ilf)) 
by the exact sequences associated to the triple (8>(M), 8(AT, 3AT), 
£>(M)). Thus 

Im{xi(8(Af, dM), £>(Jf)) -+ xo(»OJO)} 

S Im{iri(8(Jf X / , d(Af X / ) ) , S>(M X /)) -* in(8(Jf), £>(Jf X /))} 

which is by exactness taken together with Theorem A and Theorem 
2.2 just JTm+2(SK). 

Using this result, information on the J-homomorphism [ l ] and 
work of Sullivan [7] one can show the following 

THEOREM 3.3. Let Mm be a closed metastably connected PL manifold 
such that Hu~1(My Z) contains no 2-torsionfor any i} then if àim M^6 
there is no 2-torsion in the homeotopy group of M. 
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